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About This Game
The Gold Edition contains both Panzer Elite Action - Fields of Glory and its Dunes Of War expansion!
BATTLE FIELD EUROPE
Experience the Blitz as a Prussian officer, defend your country as a Russian Tank Commander or march right through Berlin as
an Allied Commander - three dynamic campaigns await you!
HEROES IN AFRICA
Even though he cannot match the Allies' sheer material power, Rommel's clever tricks and ruses keep them on the move. Fight
on his side in the hottest battles of all times, or join the Allies and face the Desert Fox!

Key features:
3 thrilling, adrenaline-fueled campaigns all over the world!
2 seperate North African campaigns - Patton vs. Rommel!
Squad Tactics - an entire Tank Squad is at your command!
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Multiplayer mode via LAN and Internet with up to 32 players!
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Title: Panzer Elite Action Gold Edition
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Zootfly
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2007

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
Processor: 1 Ghz
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: ATI Radeon 8500 or nVidia GeForce 3 Ti (must support ps.1.1) with at least 32Mb of video memory
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 4 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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WARNING: If you read nothing else in this review, QUIT THE GAME EVERY 10-15 MINUTES. Any more play time and
large items in your base will begin to disappear, including but not limited to: airlock doors, construction tables, entire room
exteriors, oxygen regeneration, and power regeneration. Once lost, these items will not be retrieved after quiting the game. They
are gone forever.
First off, I do enjoy this game.
- The mechanic of using your hands as a means of locomotion through the world never gets old.
- The base building aspect is great and serves well to give you a sense of accomplishment, for a short while.
- Different randomized spaceships, waiting for you to explore when you aren't suffocating or dying of malnurishment.
The sandbox is large and the toys are varied. However, the bugs in this game are so invasive that they cannot be ignored. Before
the base construction update, the only issue I had to deal with were plants not growing or airlock doors thinking they are open
(when they are not) and constantly leaking oxygen. Now that the base construction update is out, here are the new bugs I have
seen:
~major~
- Glass covers can be placed side-to-side (if facing space station from airlock entrance) but cannot be placed front-to-back.
- Occassionally, the engineering room will disappear, leaving the equipment "floating" in space.
- Occassionally, engineering room equipment will disappear.
- Physical storage boxes will stop suspending the items placed within, allowing them to float outside of the storage box (and
disappear)
- One construction table is required to create itself. If this disappears, a whole new engineering room will be required in order to
progress.
~minor~
- construction table item counts do not update unless a new blueprint is selected
- In the hangar, Oxygen is 100% even if the connected rooms lack oxygen.
Last complaint, the HUD shows a red triangle when there is danger but there is no way to determine what danger the red triangle
is trying to tell you about.
Hopefully after this update, the devs can focus on allowing longer play times without bugs creeping up. If so, I'll be happy to
change my review.. A childhood classic!. Very Fun Top down shooter. Reminds me of the good ol days of Glory shooters like
UT and Quake with gloriously violent weapons and twitch play. Nice innovative style with music that feels appropriate. Bought
the 4pack and shared it out.. Preety good challenges. It's a pretty simple and easy mobile port which doesn't end up being very
fun. They attempted, here and there, to make it less apparent that it was made for phones first, but they don't do it very well. It
does have controller support, but they only ever display keyboard controls. The controller still works just fine though.
Combat isn't really engaging and is tremendously inconsistent with regards to hit boxes, which lead to me getting hit a lot more
than I ever should have. The golfing element is slightly more fun, but still not really difficult after you get used to it and get a
few levels. The graphics are nice, if rather generic by and large, and the music\/SFX top out at around mediocre.
I got this for $1, got about an hour of gameplay before I got bored, and I honestly overpaid. Avoid it entirely. There are better
RPGs, better golf games, and better values on Steam.. great game if you have the mic. if you don't it's still playable, but much
less enjoyable.
English voice recognition is good. it can even recognize foreign accent.
Russian voice recognition is ...meh. at least it wasn't working for me, even though i'm a native speaker.
the game is fun, linear(and most of the time i've played it it was almost pure in-engine cutscene) ...but a bit short.. Okies, this
game isn't for everyone, it has a simple quirky nature to it which some peeps may find annoying or way too simple, but if you're
a casual gamer who likes something a little different and not too fussed on fancy graphics or thrills, then this may be for you.
It's quirky, fun, simple, silly, easy and yes somewhat low budget, but it's alright in it's way. :)
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Aw, man, so get this, Jonesy. Yesterday I was hanging out by the Koha Burger, y'know, in my cousin Rick's sweet tricked-out
van, 'cause he's doin' 10 months for burglary and he said I could use it 'til he got out. So anyway, there I am, whistling at the girls
'cause they're all hot for the sweet ride, and all of a sudden there's an alarm and four guys just dive into the van and yell at me to
drive them to the diner. I'm like, whoa, don't know what your deal is, but okay, don't need to get these guys angry, and off we
go.
Next thing I know there's sirens and cop cars everywhere. Now you know the cops hate me 'cause they tried to bust me for
possession back in March but my Uncle Rick got me out and got the chief busted down to patrolman, but this time they were
ALL over me! I haven't seen that many black-and-whites since the big buy-one-get-one donut sale. Well, I think I still got that
bench warrant out for me so I ain't looking to go in the back of one of those cruisers, so pedal to metal. And those cops were all
over me! Like, driving off bridges and cliffs trying to ram me. But Rick keeps a minigun in the back of the van, 'cause Second
Amendment, and one of the guys just starts unloading and popping those pigs like balloons.
Well, we get to the diner, the guys pile out, and me, I decide it's time to get outta town for a little bit, let the heat die down,
y'know? So I kinda just nudge a city bus, it spins out, and like four cop cars slam right into it. Looked like one of those action
flicks, for serious! And I skip right out through the mountain tunnel.
Anyway, you wanna go rent a movie? I'll drive.. Love the game, but to call it a simulator is not correct. As a former dairy farmer
I can say that if it was this easy in real life, I`d still be doing it...
I`m sure that if I jump in my tractor right now (Case IH 2007) and steer it into a brick wall that would be the end for it. AND
ever so often it needs service, I can't just drive and drive forever on it. This "simulator" lacks the realism of real life farming
and should therefore be called a farming/driving/arcade game!
But still, Its a great GAME that I can recommend to all who is interested in farming.
Updated 09.04.15:
Hopefully this review update takes care of my unfortunate misspelling of the word "tractor". I live in Norway where our native,
and first language is Norwegian, so I`m sorry if my spelling and/or grammar is a bit off when it comes to English.. Don't
recommend. I'm having fun with this game so far, it kinda reminds me of the old kings fields games....well at least the dungeon
sections and it's combat/magic mechanics. I'm only level 3 atm but so far i'm enjoying myself. For 9 bucks it's a great game and
if you like old school games I recommend it 7.7/10. Airheart, while rough on the edges and still a little clunky to manage while
not flying it has a huge potential to be a time eater deluxe :). One of the best Point and Click Adventures of the last years. Funny
and Good Story.
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